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Tile calorimeter in ATLAS
“TileCal”
• hadronic barrel calorimeter used for jet, lepton, and ETmiss reconstruction 
• rectangular tiles of plastic scintillator alternating with steel absorber plates

Tile
Long Barrel (LB) 

(|η| < 1.0) 

Tile 
Extended Barrels (EB) 

(0.8 < |η| < 1.7) 

Granularity:
• 64 wedge-shaped modules Δφ=0.1
• three radial layers

LAr HEC     

LAr EMEC      

LAr EMB      LAr FCal      

Performance goals:
• energy resolution for jets:             
σ/E = 50%/√E ⊕ 3%
• linear within 2% (4 TeV jets)
• hermetic coverage for ETmiss 

reconstruction
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Readout structure

PMT
3-in-1

64

1

Digitizer

ADC

ADC Pipeline

Pipeline

Drawers FE BE

ROD

TTC

Scint. 
tile

L1Integrator 
readout

• signals from several tiles collected by wavelength shifting fibers sent to PMTs
• PMTs with front end electronics in mechanical drawers (outer radius of module)
• the signal of each PMT is read by one electronic channel
• PMT analog signal -> 3-in-1 for shaping+amplification (bi-gain 1:64), integrator readout, and analog 

signal to L1 trigger
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• dynamic range of PMT: 
~10 MeV to 800 GeV
• digitizer samples pulse 

every 25 ns
• two channels (collecting 

light from either side of 
tile) → readout one cell

cell structure
10k channels

5k cells

...

...
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electronics in
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Signal reconstruction
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Readout structure

PMT
3-in-1

64

1
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ADC Pipeline

Pipeline

Drawers FE BE
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Scint. 
tile

L1Integrator 
readout

• signal from several tiles collected by wavelength shifting fibers sent to PMTs

• PMTs located with front end electronics in mechanical drawers (outer radius of module)

• each PMT forms one readout channel

• analog signal from PMT sent to 3-in-1 card which shapes+amplifies signal (bi-gain 1:64), sends 
signal to integrator readout path, and sends analog signal to ATLAS L1 trigger
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• digitizer samples pulse 
every 25 ns, stores in 
memory until L1 trigger 
decision sent

• two channels (collecting 
light from either side of 
tile) combine to form one 
cell

cell structure
10k channels

5k cells

7 digitized samples →
ROD energy+time reco

• channel time and energy reconstructed using 
Optimal Filtering (OF) algorithm:
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(τ), and pedestal (p) for a channel are calculated using the ADC count of each sample S i taken at time ti:174

A =

n=7
∑

i=1

aiS i , Aτ =

n=7
∑

i=1

biS i , p =

n=7
∑

i=1

ciS i (1)

where the weights, ai, bi, and ci were derived to minimize the resolution of the amplitude and time, with175

a set of weights for both high and low gain. A χ2 quality factor is calculated to quantify the agreement176

between the samples and the reconstructed pulse, and can be used to identify problematic channels and177

study alternative signal reconstruction techniques.178

The sample time for each channel in the front end electronics has been calibrated such that for179

particles originating from the interaction point the pulse should peak at the central sample, synchronous180

with the LHC 40 MHz clock. The reconstructed value of τ then represents the small time phase between181

the expected pulse peak and the time of the actual reconstructed signal peak, from fluctuations in particle182

travel time and uncertainties in electronic read-outs. There are a set of OF weights computed for each183

channel, based on the expected time phase, saved in steps sizes of xxxx ns.184

There were two modes of OF reconstruction used during Run 1, an iterative and non-iterative im-185

plementation of the OF reconstruction. In the iterative method, the pulse shape was recursively fit three186

times. The initial time phase was taken as the time of the maximum sample, and subsequent steps used187

the previous time phase as the starting input. For events with no out-of-time pileup the iterative method188

proved successful in reconstructing the pulse peak time, to within 0.5 ns. This method was used when189

reconstructing events occurring asynchronously with the LHC clock, such as cosmic ray muon data, or190

particles from single beam moving horizontally across the detector from interactions with upstream colli-191

mators. This iterative method was also used to reconstruct 2010 proton collision data. In 2011 the bunch192

spacing spacing was decreased to 50 ns and so out-of-time pileup was a consideration, the non-iterative193

method was used for the channel signal reconstruction of collision data. Additional phase refinements194

were made for individual channels using jets from collision data, which is described in future sections.195

In real time, or online, the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) in the ROD calculates the signal recon-196

struction using the OF technique, and provides to the high level trigger energy reconstruction in units197

of MeV. The conversion between signal amplitude in ADC counts and energy units of MeV is done by198

applying channel-dependent calibration constants which are described in the next section. For L1 rates199

below 10 kHz the iterative OF method was used, and for larger rates the non-iterative method was taken.200

The DSP reconstruction was limited by the use of fixed point arithmetic, which had a precision of 0.0625201

ADC counts, and imposed precision limitations for the channel-dependent calibration constants.202

The reconstructed phase is expected to be small, but for any non-zero values of the phase, there is a203

known bias that will underestimate the reconstructed amplitude, and hence the channel energy. In both204

the online and offline non-iterative OF reconstruction a correction was applied for phases reconstructed205

within half the LHC bunch spacing to remove the bias, consistent with soft energy depositions from206

the same bunch-crossing. Figure 3 shows the difference between the non-iterative energy reconstructed207

without (red circles) and with (blue squares) this correction with respect to the iterative reconstruction,208

for data taken with 50 ns bunch spacing. Within the phases ±10 ns the difference between the iterative209

and non-iterative with correction applied is less than 1%.210

The relative difference between the energy calculated online in the DSPs and in the full ATLAS211

reconstruction framework is shown in Figure 4 for high gain (top left) and low gain (top right), for212

collision data taken the 2011. Add some text. A similar plot is shown for the time reconstruction as a213

function of the channel energy in the bottom figure. Draw conclusion - A description of how individual214

channels contribute to the energy reconstruction of physics objects is described in the next section. Avg215

channel energy for 25 GeV jets?216

Two readout channels are combined to form a unit cell, where the cell energy is the sum of the two217

channel energies, and the cell time is taken as the average channel times. For cells using single readout218

• weights (ai, bi) derived using known pulse shape 
and sample noise autocorrelation matrix
• energy proportional to A
• τ is time phase (time difference between 

reconstructed pulse height and expected maximum 
at central sample)
• OF weights based on expected phase
• for τ ≠ 0 reconstructed energy underestimated by a 

known function → application of parabolic 
correction to energy
• within ±10 ns energy difference <1%
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Figure 3: To show effect of parabolic correction. Using 2011 collision data (run number 182284, JetEt-

Miss Stream). The relative difference between the online (EDSP ) and the offline (EOFLI) cell energy

reconstruction, for a whole partition in TileCal, as a function of the phase (tDSP) with no correction (red

circles) and with application of the parabolic correction (blue squares). Would like to change in-figure

text, possibly axis labels, to be more general.

Figure 4: Possible plots to be included to show comparison between online (DSP) and offline reconstruc-

tion. Top left: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1281313/ Top right: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1281313/Bottom

left: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1340991/ Bottom right: https://cds.cern.ch/record/1354487/. Possible too

detailed to include.

S. Majewski, University of Oregon

ATLAS

Figure 3. Shapes of the LAr calorimeter current pulse in the detector and of the signal output from the
shaper chip. The dots indicate an ideal position of samples separated by 25 ns.

3. Pulse reconstruction and calibration

As depicted in Figure 3, a triangular current pulse is produced when charged particles ionize the
liquid argon in the high-voltage potential present in the gap between two absorber plates. Once the
signal reaches the FEB, a bipolar shaping function is applied and the shaped signal is sampled at
the LHC bunch crossing of 40 MHz. For triggered events, a number of samples Nsamples per chan-
nel is read out. Reading out and utilizing multiple samples provides several advantages, including
improving the precision of the energy measurement (as shown below), making the energy mea-
surement insensitive to how accurately a sample can be placed at the top of the peak, and allowing
the calculation of other quantities, such as the time and quality factor, in addition to the deposited
energy. The typical choice of five samples represents a compromise between the noise reduction
achieved and the amount of data that must be digitized and processed in real time.

The ROD reconstructs the amplitude (A) of the signal pulse in ADC counts, as well as the time
offset of the deposition (t), by applying a digital filter to the recorded samples (s j) according to the
following equations:

A=
Nsamples

∑
j=1

a j(s j� p) (3.1)

and

– 6 –

9

Energy Reconstruction
Both LAr and Tile back-end electronics (Readout 
Drivers = RODs) use optimal filtering
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Figure 1. Left: Sketch of a typical Tile Calorimeter pulse shape with the ADC samples (dots)
and the illustration of Optimal Filtering reconstructed quantities. Right: Relative di↵erence
between the energy reconstructed with DSP (EDSP ) and o✏ine Iterative Optimal Filtering
method (EOFLI) as a function of the phase reconstructed by DSP (tDSP ) in collision data at
7 TeV. There is a bias in the energy reconstructed online with Optimal Filtering method (OF
Online) due to phase variation (circles). The bias can be reduced applying a second order
correction using the phase of the pulse (squares). The vertical error bars correspond to the
RMS of the distributions.

Figure 2. Absolute di↵erence between the energy reconstructed with DSP (EDSP ) and o✏ine
Non-Iterative Optimal Filtering method (EOFLNI) as a function of the energy reconstructed
o✏ine in collision data at 7 TeV in high gain (left) and low gain (right).

In order to validate the DSP results the consistency of online and o✏ine implementations is
checked. Figure 1 right panel shows performance of energy reconstruction with DSP in collision
data at 7 TeV. In-time and out-of-time collision events populate the plot in order to evaluate the
DSP reconstruction performance on a wide time window. Most of the pulses are in the time range
[�5, 5] ns. The circle points show the relative di↵erence between the energy reconstructed with
DSP and o✏ine with Iterative Optimal Filtering method. The variation in the phase of pulses
leads to an underestimation of the amplitude reconstructed online. This bias is parametrized by
second order polynomial and reduced thanks to an amplitude correction function of the phase.
The square points show the relative di↵erence after the correction. In the time range [�10, 10]

3
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Energy calibration ADC→GeV
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Readout structure

PMT
3-in-1
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L1Integrator 
readout

• signal from several tiles collected by wavelength shifting fibers sent to PMTs

• PMTs located with front end electronics in mechanical drawers (outer radius of module)

• each PMT forms one readout channel

• analog signal from PMT sent to 3-in-1 card which shapes+amplifies signal (bi-gain 1:64), sends 
signal to integrator readout path, and sends analog signal to ATLAS L1 trigger
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• digitizer samples pulse 
every 25 ns, stores in 
memory until L1 trigger 
decision sent

• two channels (collecting 
light from either side of 
tile) combine to form one 
cell

cell structure
10k channels

5k cells
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4 Calibration procedures331

Section Notes

• Equation showing energy reconstruction from ADC-counts to units of energy via the various

calibration constants, which are described in each dedicated system (sub)section.

• Test beam used to set overall electromagnetic scale (described in Readiness paper and dedi-

cated TB paper ATL-TILECAL-PUB-2009-001). Very briefly summarize.

• Brief description of each calibration system (reference detailed public papers if available):

method, expected precision, frequency, stability with time and across calorimeter

– Charge injection

– Laser (note on calibration ATL-TILECAL-INT-2014-002, not monitoring)

– Cesium

– Minimum Bias/Integrator

• Summary of results across all calibration systems: Stability, consistency

• Include calibration of ITC cells within respective sections

• Include minimum bias integrator calibration (somewhere, with Cesium?)

• Calibration of time settings (initial settings done by beam splash shown in Readiness and

repeated in 2010/1 beam splash), laser in the gap (monitor relative changes, not absolute set-

tings), fine tuning with jets

332

The signal amplitude of a channel, A, is reconstructed in units of ADC-counts, the conversion to333

units of energy is done with the following formula:334

Echannel = A ·CADC→pC,CIS ·CpC→GeV,TB ·CCs ·Claser (5)

where each C represents a calibration constant or correction factor; the details of which are described in335

the following pages.336

The electromagnetic scale is defined as the conversion between pC and GeV, and is the constant337

CpC→GeV,TB in Equation 5. This was established using electron and muon test beam data for the three338

layers [6, 7].339

Cesium 
calibration

Laser 
calibration

Charge injection 
calibration

• 11% modules exposed to test beam of electrons and muons used to set overall 
electromagnetic scale (pC→GeV) and inter-calibrate different layers (A, BC, D)

• Cesium: calibration of scintillator tiles and PMTs (read out by integrator circuit)

• Laser: calibration of PMTs and readout electronics

• Charge injection system (CIS): injection of known charge into front end 
electronics, calibration of readout electronics (ADC→pC)
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Cesium calibration system
• 137Cs used to calibrate scintillator tiles by emitting 0.662 MeV photons:

three moveable Cs sources located in closed circuit system
sources moved through every tile by hydraulic system

• maintain global conversion (test beam) 
• apply calibration corrections for residual cell differences (cell inter-calibration)
• calibrations ~1/month, precision of ~0.3%
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Drift in March 2012 - November 2012

TileCal very stable, maximum loss was 
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Laser calibration system
• laser light pulse sent to PMTs
• monitor and measure individual PMT gain variation between Cs scans
• monitor time of individual channels
• laser calibration runs 2/week, and laser pulses sent during empty bunch crossings
• precision <0.5% over one month (between Cs scans)
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ATLAS preliminary
Tile calorimeter

PMT gain variation (%)

Figure 1: This plot shows the mean gain variation (in %) in the ATLAS Tile calorimeter photo-
multiplers that read the signal deposited in each channel, as a function of eta and radius, between
the 21 April 2012 and the 19 March 2012 (before the start of proton collisions). The gain in each
PMT is measured using a laser calibration system that sends a controlled amount of light in the
photocathode of each PMT in the absence of collisions. The mean gain variation of the 10000
TileCal channels is computed cell by cell. For each cell, the gain variation is defined as the mean
of the gaussian function that fits the gain variation distribution of the channels associated to this
cell. A total of 64 modules in phi are used for each cell while known pathological channels were
excluded. The observed down-drift of <2% mostly affects cells at inner radius, that are the cells
with higher current.

1

• above shows response variation April-May 2012
• maximum drift in E and A cells → highest energy deposits
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Charge injection calibration system
• inject known charge into 3-in-1 cards to measure electronics response (pC→ADC)
• done for both high gain and low gain
• correct for non-linearities
• calibration taken 2/week

High gain charge injection system 
calibration constants with time for all 
channels, and one typical channel → 
very stable
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Intermediate TileCal: gap/crack region
• ITC fill gap between LB and EB
• E1, E2: gap scintillators
• E3, E4: crack scintillators (no Cs)
• E-cells exposed to most radiation
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~~

• E4 most irradiated, average response variation of -8% over 2012
• E1, E2 look at response change seen by laser and Cesium system: 

50% scintillator irradiation, 50% due to PMT gain change
More about p

lans fo
r 

gap scintill
ators in

 

Harshna Jivan’s ta
lk
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Time inter-calibration
• initial channel time set using laser and 

single beam events

• single beam “splashes”: LHC proton 
beam hit upstream collimator → many 
high energy particles produced depositing 
large signals in all channels

• average cell time vs cell z for three layers
• slope matches particle time of flight

• cell time distribution after particle 
time of flight correction 

Performance study with collision jets (7TeV, 50ns): ~0.5 ns at 20 GeV.

mean=0.080ns
RMS=0.50ns
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TileCal during Run 1: Operation

ç√

ç√Maria Fiascaris (U. of Chicago) CALOR2014  07/04/2014

2012 pp data-taking

4
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-1Total Recorded: 21.3 fb

-1Good for Physics: 20.3 fb

• Tile DQ efficiency for p-p collisions: 2012 was 99.6% (2011: 99.2%, 2010: 100%)

• efficiency loss due to (four or more consecutive modules off):
Read-Out Link (ROL) disabling (not reading data from four modules) → improved 
(June 2012) when automatic recovery implemented
loss from channel time problems after restart (recovered/corrected in data 
reprocessing) 
power trips/cuts affecting 200V PS (four consecutive modules off)
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TileCal during Run 1: Faulty cellsDetector*status*evolution<

•  The number of “bad” channels is increasing during data taking 
periods, mainly due to the failures of power supplies, taking the 
full module down 

•  Most of the broken channels are fixed during maintenance 
campaigns, thanks to the possibility to access front-end 
electronics during shutdown time 

•  Low voltage power supplies were replaced with upgraded ones 
that are more reliable and have lower noise 

O.Solovyanov, INSTR14 Novosibirsk 

•  6 modules off (LVPS) 
•  2.89% masked cells 
•  Masked cell energy is 

interpolated from the 
neighboring cells 

•  4 modules with bad HV 
•  The bad HV cell’s EM 

scale is restored with Cs 
and laser calibration 

27/02/14 18 

• most dead modules due to failures of low voltage power supplies (LVPS)
2011: lost 1 LVPS/month
2012: lost 0.5 LVPS/month 

• maintenance periods allowed replacement of LVPS and/or repair of faulty 
readout cells

• at end of Run 1 six modules off (LVPS problems) → accounts for most of 2.9% 
faulty cells

• faulty cell energy interpolated from neighboring cells

2012 Tile Efficiency Summary!

22/04/13 ! Henric Wilkens (CERN)!

Tile Data Quality efficiency for 2012 
was 99.6%.!
Data is rejected when ≥ 4 
consecutive modules are not 
recording.!
Better stability of the electronics in 
2012. !
!

12!
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TileCal during Run 1: LVPS
• problematic low voltage power supplies 

(LVPS):
LVPS failures (turning module off)
frequent trips of LVPS correlated with 
integrated luminosity  →

• automatic recovery of LVPS implemented 
during physics runs

• energy interpolated from neighboring module

• during 2011-2012 shutdown 40 new LVPS 
installed

• 2012: total 14k LVPS trips, only one in new 
LVPS version

S. Majewski, University of Oregon 15

ATLAS Data Quality
Challenge: Tile Low Voltage 

Power Supply Trips
Sophisticated procedures to 
ensure excellent quality data

Similar strategy 
used for Tile, as 

well as automatic 
reset/recovery of 

low voltage 
power supplies

S. Majewski, University of Oregon 15

ATLAS Data Quality
Challenge: Tile Low Voltage 

Power Supply Trips
Sophisticated procedures to 
ensure excellent quality data

Similar strategy 
used for Tile, as 

well as automatic 
reset/recovery of 

low voltage 
power supplies
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TileCal during Run 1: LVPS & electronic noise

3

FIG. 4. TileCal masked cells at the beginning of February
2013 (switched-off modules are highlighted).

new LVPS reduces the non-gaussian component of the
noise distribution, thus resulting in a global reduction of
the noise values (see the discussion in the next section).

A. Electronic noise

TileCal exploits dedicated runs without the presence of
collisions to measure the electronic noise. Noise parame-
ters are used to set trigger thresholds and design energy
estimation filters. In 2011, using the old LVPS, the elec-
tronic noise deviates from single gaussian mainly due to
the instability of the old LVPS. With the new LVPS,
the non-gaussian component was reduced as shown in
Figure 5 where the rms of the signal distributions are
reported.
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the noise with new and old
LVPS.

IV. PERFORMANCE

A. Combined calibration

When combining results from all calibration systems,
one can determine what causes changes in the overall
detector response. In the first two years of operation
an updrift in the PMT gains was observed. This effect
disappeared in 2011 when the LHC started operating at
higher luminosity than previously. Since then, a down-
drift is observed during the time the beam is on, and a
slow recovery when the beam is off. This effect is seen
by the Cesium scans, the integrator system and the laser
calibrations. Since all three subsystems show similar be-
havior, we conclude that it is caused mainly by drift of
the PMT gains. It is mostly affecting PMTs belonging to
cells at lower radius which receive more scintillator light.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of ATLAS total inte-

grated luminosity (top) and the evolution of the response
of a cell at low radius (bottom). The response is mea-
sured separately by the Cesium, Laser andMinimum Bias
calibration systems.

FIG. 6. Gain variation measured by three calibration systems,
for one TileCal cell (bottom), compared to LHC integrated
luminosity (top) in 2011.

B. Checks of the calibration using cosmic rays data

A fraction of 11% of the TileCal modules were cali-
brated in the beam tests in 2001-2003. Electron and

• can evaluate electronic noise using dedicated pedestal runs (both gains)
• Run 1: cell electronic noise best described by double Gaussian
• electronic noise with new LVPS lower and more Gaussian
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Figure 6: The φ-averaged electronic noise as a function of η of the cell, with both contributing readout

channels in high gain mode. For each cell the average value over all modules is taken. Values have been

extracted using all the calibration runs used for the 2011. The different cell types are shown separately,

A, BC, D, and E (gap/crack). The transition between the long and extended barrels can be seen in the

range 0.7 < |η| < 1.0. The high-high gain combination is relevant when the energy deposition in the cell

is less than 15 GeV.

Figure 7: During the winter shutdown between 2011 and 2012, the LVPS on 40 Tile calorimeter modules

were changed from an older version (shown in blue squares) to a newer version (shown in red circles).

With the new LVPS the module channels have a more Gaussian distribution of the electronic noise. Here

the mean ratio RMS/σ is for all channels, averaged over all 40 modules with the new LVPS. Gaussian

noise is characterized by RMS/σ = 1.

LV
PS

Comparison of Gaussian shape of 
electronic noise vs channel for 40 
LVPS before/after replacement:

Comparison of cell noise for 40 
LVPS before/after replacement:
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Performance with single muons
• use single isolated muons to study the performance of the detector

• energy deposited by muons in scintillator proportional to path length (dE/dl) → 
validate electromagnetic scale energy calibration:

between cells
between layers 
over time 
by comparing with Monte Carlo simulations

• sources of isolated muons:

Muons from single beam scraping/
halo events:  

Muons from cosmic ray 
sources: 

Muons from physics 
collisions (W→µν): 

Tilecal performance public 

results available soon
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Performance with single muonstion.
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Figure 8: Ratios of the truncated means of the distributions of the energy deposited in the layer cells by
cosmic-ray muons per unit of path length dE/dl, R

l

c

, obtained using 2008 experimental and simulated
data as a function of the pseudorapidity ⌘

c

. Results obtained for the cells a) LB-A, b) LB-BC and
c) LB-D of the module with azimuth angle �

c

= -1.42 are shown. The horizontal lines correspond to
maximum likelihood mean value determinations R̂

l

c

(l=1, 2 and 3) discussed in the text. Similar results
were obtained analyzing the other layers in 2009 and 2010 data.

4.1 Uniformity of the calorimeter cell response

As described in the introduction, the inter-calibration of the cell light yield was obtained by passing a
137Cs source through each scintillators tile. The reproducibility of the equalization is within a few per
mille [5]. The gamma rays from the source illuminate a limited region in the scintillator, so the cell

9

Table shows dE/dl [MeV/mm] for cosmic µ analysis.

• average non-uniformity of cell response ±2%.

• data/MC response expected to be 1.0 if perfect data EM scale calibration 

• leads to uncertainty of energy scale calibration of 3%

• stable responses obtained across three periods (not shown) 

• results consistent with muons from beam scraping, collisions muon results to be released soon

Radial layer A BC D

LB, Data/MC 0.97±0.02 0.98±0.02 1.01±0.01

EB, Data/MC 0.97±0.04 0.98±0.03 0.99±0.02
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Performance with hadrons
• study isolated charged particles that shower in TileCal

• measure momentum (p) from inner detector, and compare with energy of shower in 
calorimeter (E) from clustering around track projection → response given by E/p

October 17, 2013 23:28 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9in x 6in ICATPP˙TileEp˙DavidJennens

4

the 2011 analysis. The mean E/p has increased for all ⌘, but particularly
outside the long barrel. The agreement between simulation and observation
has degraded in this region, dropping as low as 10% in the transition region.
This change is largely attributable to the change in beam conditions. More
pile-up and smaller bunch-spacing leads to an increase in jets at higher ⌘,
increasing the baseline cell energy in this region.
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• data and MC agree within 3% 
except at LB and EB transition regions 0.8<|η|<1.1, deviation up to 10%
as a function of p agreement deviates around 15 GeV → transition region for gain 
readout in electronics, and also region poorly described by Geant4 physics list 
(nuclear fragmentation)  
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Activities during shutdown 2013-2015
Front end electronics
• several teams worked in parallel to open, 

consolidate, inspect, and repair front-end 
electronics in all 256 modules
• module sign-off procedure:

using mobile test-bench to test 
electronics at the front end (MobiDICK)
using the detector verification system 
(DVS) to test full readout of single 
module
run full calibration (pedestal, charge 
injection, laser system) 3x per week

one module currently off
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Tile Calorimeter
Layer A

HighGain-HighGain
Old LVPS (October 2011)
New LVPS (September 2014)

• October 2011 (old LVPS) and 
September 2014 after the LS1 
maintenance campaign (new 
LVPS)
• shown layer A, average over φ 
• significant reduction of the 

electronic noise with new LVPS

Activities during shutdown 2013-2015
Low Voltage Power Supplies
• replaced all LVPS by newer versions → replacement complete!
• new LVPS expect: 

number of LVPS trips significantly reduced 
less corrupted data that resulted from LVPS trips
improved noise: lower electronic noise and more Gaussian
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Other
• updated of Cesium system mechanical structure

• updated the laser system to improve the light mixing to avoid non-uniformities in 
light distribution → more precision constants

• modified front-end electronics for E1-E4 cells to improve calibration constants

• installed previously missing 8 (of 64) E3 and 8 (of 64) E4 counters per EB absent in 
Run 1 (due to MBTS readout)
• will use TileCal D-layer with muon trigger system coincidence to reduce muon 

trigger fake rate

Activities during shutdown 2013-2015
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Summary and outlook
• Tile calorimeter performed very well in LHC Run 1 (data quality efficiency 99.6%)

• overall electromagnetic scale of calorimeter known to within 3%, time resolution   <1 
ns, good agreement between data and MC for minimum bias data, single muons and 
single hadrons 

• “Run 1 Tile Calorimeter Performance” paper in preparation, to include these results +:
collision muon results 
high pt jets
single hadrons (E/p analysis) from 2012 pp collisions

• during the LHC long shutdown (2013-2015) even with no collision data the TileCal 
community has been quite active in upgrading many components of the system

• Run 2 outlook looks promising, and aim to improve the energy resolution of the system

Precision of calibration → energy resolution (ex. jets)
EM scale calibration → energy scale of objects (ex. EM jets)

correct modeling in MC → many searches use MC for background estimation
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To make a discovery ATLAS will need to 
make the best use of its resources.

The ATLAS Tile calorimeter is essential for 
identification and precision measurements of 

new physics at the LHC.
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Extra slides
Integrator system
LHC instantaneous luminosity monitor
Performance in the presence of pileup
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Integrator system

The*Integrator*System6

•  During Cesium scans, monitor 
and measure the response to the 
passing source  

•  During physics runs, measure the 
detector response to the 
minimum bias events, a way to 
monitor the instantaneous 
luminosity in ATLAS  

•  Stability of each channel is better 
than 0.05%, average stability is 
better than 0.01%  

07/04/14 D. BOUMEDIENE 18 
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Readout structure

PMT
3-in-1

64

1

Digitizer

ADC

ADC Pipeline

Pipeline

Drawers FE BE

ROD

TTC

Scint. 
tile

L1Integrator 
readout

• signal from several tiles collected by wavelength shifting fibers sent to PMTs

• PMTs located with front end electronics in mechanical drawers (outer radius of module)

• each PMT forms one readout channel

• analog signal from PMT sent to 3-in-1 card which shapes+amplifies signal (bi-gain 1:64), sends 
signal to integrator readout path, and sends analog signal to ATLAS L1 trigger

fibers
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• digitizer samples pulse 
every 25 ns, stores in 
memory until L1 trigger 
decision sent

• two channels (collecting 
light from either side of 
tile) combine to form one 
cell

cell structure
10k channels

5k cells

Integrator 
system

• integrator system slow readout of PMT current 
(~10ms)
• used in physics to measure minimum bias 

events and instantaneous LHC luminosity in 
ATLAS
• used in Cesium scans to measure response
• average stability better than 0.01%
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LHC instantaneous luminosity monitor
• using the integrator system slow readout of PMT current can monitor minimum 

bias activity, and hence LHC instantaneous luminosity
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• average PMT anode current for 
A13 cell as a function of 
instantaneous luminosity 

• errors oare the quadratic sum of 
the statistical and systematic 
errors 

• red lines are linear fit of data 
points
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Performance in the presence of pileup
• noise distribution in different TileCal cells (8 TeV, 50 ns, <μ>=15.7) 

• noise = electronic + pileup (additional pp collisions in same or neighboring 
bunch crossing)
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• highest pileup in 
layer A, and Gap/
Crack (E-cells)

• MC shape agrees 
well → important 
for topological 
clustering 
algorithm 
(significance of 
cell energy to 
noise)


